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Our MIP – Governance module was welcomed with open minds and hearts by all our partners.
Our audience was a mix of Directors, CEO’s and Board members from various organisations. The
day started with a review and actions taken on the previous module of Resource Mobilization.
Rev. Kennedy Dhanabalan, Executive Director, EFICOR started with definition of Governance

and further breaking it down to what Governance consists of and closely examining Authority,
Decision making and Accountability. Further he identified the Importance, Challenges &
Principles of Good Governance. He also spoke in detail about the Roles and Responsibilities &
activities to be handled by the Board Members. To increase the depth of the subject Mr.
Kennedy suggested that we read the book ‘CEO WITHIN’ . He explained how to bring in people
who share the same vision and mission as you. Discussions were made on the ideal composition
of a society /board members. He outlined the process of recruiting Society members and
emphasized on following the correct procedure while termination of membership. Various
questions were answered during this session by our expert panel of Mr. G C, Mr. Antony and
Rev Kennedy.
Mr.Ramesh Landge spoke in depth on Leadership VS Management. Important distinctions were

made between managing and leading people. He also highlighted on what we need to help
achieve our organisation’s mission, vision and goals and how to TRANSITION from being a
MANAGER TO a LEADER. Flip charts were prepared by the participants on establishing
accountability system for a CEO and challenges in making our Board active/effective.
Dr. Alex Joseph spoke about Strategic Planning Techniques. He got everyone’s attention by

playing a video “The Push” by David Mcnally. The video engaged everyone right from the
beginning and gave a quick preview of what’s coming. He emphasised on thinking and acting
strategically & discussed the benefits of strategic planning. He also demonstrated on how to use
SWOT analysis for setting goals and action plans. Dr. Alex encouraged the partners to
strategically plan their next 5 years. Questions were answered on various challenges faced by
the participants in getting qualified staff and setting up personal strategic plans.

TOPICS COVERED
What is Governance and Why become
a member?
Roles & Responsibilities of Board
Members
Strategic Planning Techniques
Distinction between Management,
Board & Leadership
Calling & Commitment to
Vision,Mission & Values
Establishing & Maintainign Board
Board Competencies and Conflict
Management
Essential Qualitites to be a Board
Member
Conducting Board Meeting &
Documentation
Developing Responsible Board

Mr. Ashok Chacko introduced session on Structure, Family & Functional Clarity. It
was discussed on how to improve the competency of the board members. Clear
roles were defined for the Governing body, Chairperson, Executive Secretary and
how one is incomplete without the other. Different types of board structures were
examined e.g. Family type and mixed type. In addition, he also highlighted
organisational conflicts, where does it arise from and how to respond to it.
Furthermore, Mr. Chacko pointed out on what skills we need in Managing
Conflicts. He quoted various verses from the Bible to help manage conflicts
smoothly. A real life case study was examined by the partners. Using flip charts
they drew conclusions on alternative way of dealing with the conflict in that
particular situation.
Mr.Lalchuangliana shared his personal experience of being a board member and

CEO. He emphasised on following the correct process laid for accomplishing the
organisation’s Mission & Vision. He drew attention to how important it is to be
faithful, committed and a good Stewart to achieve that. He shared examples of his
personal life where he along with his team faced challenges from time to time.. He
mentioned that the primary function of the Board is to preserve the Mission of the
organisation and individuals must take good care of people of God and continue to
instruct and direct one another. Lastly, he added that people of integrity who are
the same in all kinds of circumstances make the best Board Members.

Mr. Antony Samy helped develop action plans.

The session was open to questions and answers
from the audience. He interviewed Mr. Michael
John, and together analysed the way his
organization functions. Further, Mr. Antony
threw questions to the audience on how to
develop their Board. He also explained
Advantages of planning induction for new
members and process to follow through. All
partners worked on their individual Action Plans,
wrote them down, and discussed it with the SGF
mentors. Our SGF mentors personally spoke to
different partners and helped them outline their
action plans
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Our Organisation raised funds from local churches like never before and happily
shared the resources with African Churches.
- Mr. Michael John, Pentecostal Holiness Church
We earlier used to get offerings of Rs.3,000 per/month but after implementing RM
strategies,we managed to raise Rs.40,000 per/month. We also gifted 2 motorcycles
to pastors and also raised Rs. 5 lacs with 5 other churches. We now plan to gift 40
steel almirahs to Banjara people.
- Mr. Nehemiah Naik, Aaron Foundation Trust
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Delhi

In this age of internet knowledge when data is readily available, what matters is the
application. Shalom foundation has been providing this much needed input through
experts with years of experience, especially in managing Christian Organisations in
Indian milieu. Thanks GC, Antony, Alex, Kennedy and so many more who work
quietly behind the scenes. Big THANKS
- Col .Harjit Singh,The Harvester Evangelical Assemblies
Thanks to MIP SGF team what they are sowing in our lives is a great blessing which
will bear great fruit for God’s glory in our organisation. By helping us, they are
building the body of Christ
- Mr. Oral Robert Charles, Missionary Church
The modules helped, pushed and sharpened us to go on, face and confront challenges
in a positive way. May God continue to bless and use you for HIS Kingdom
- Ms. Suvarna & Mrs. Lalhmunliani , Shanti Niketan Trust
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